Service Disclosure & Liability Waiver

The client understands that Wellness & Awakening oﬀers one on one customized sessions of fully personalized Mindfulness,
Meditation, Spiritual Exploration & Life Guidance, supported by assisting a client in “Self-Discovered Spiritual Practices”™: A selfempowering awareness of one’s own innate abilities to achieve their life’s improvements & overall wellness, learn & explore one’s self
and authentically develop one’s own personal spiritual practices. Accomplishing these aspired results from any self-cultivated or
existing modality of practice utilizing “ways” that are solely discovered by the individual from within themselves and are most often
unique to only them. Thus, it does not instruct any pre-established form of practice nor pre-designed System, Method nor Technique
at any time. Eddy has an Educational and Experiential background in Spiritual Living & Alternative Wellness, Modalities of Energy
Therapy, the “Awakened State of Being" and the Guidance of Others in exploring “Self-Discovered Spiritual Practices”. These
delivered services and information are not licensed by the state of California and are alternative or complementary to healing arts
services licensed by the state. Edward Kopernik DBA Wellness & Awakening is not a licensed physician, is not acting as a
psychotherapist, and does not purport to oﬀer mental health care nor any legal, financial or business advice. These delivered services
and information are in no way to be construed as nor substituted for psychotherapy, any other type of therapy or mental health care,
substance abuse counseling or treatment nor any form of medical advice, diagnosis or treatment.
The client understands and agrees that using any of these services and information are entirely at their own judgement and that it is
provided "as is", with no particular results guaranteed nor implied and without warranty of any kind, including any warranty for any
other information, services or products provided through or in connection with these services and information. During or after being
provided any of these services and information, the client takes full responsibility for the decisions they make as well as the results of
those decisions. Any actions or lack of actions taken by the client is done so solely by choice and responsibility of the client. The client
agrees not to hold Edward Kopernik DBA Wellness & Awakening responsible or liable in any form or fashion, for any decisions,
actions or lack of actions taken of their own accord. The client enters into this agreement with full understanding that they are
responsible for creating their own results.
The client hereby releases, waives, acquits and forever discharges Edward Kopernik DBA Wellness & Awakening, their agents,
successors, assigns, personal representatives, executors, heirs and employees (collectively Wellness & Awakening) from every claim,
suit action, demand or right to compensation for damages the client may claim to have or that the client may have arising out of
actions, omissions, or commissions taken by themselves or by Edward Kopernik as a result of the services and information given by
Edward Kopernik or otherwise resulting from their relationship contemplated hereunder. The client further declares and represents
that no promise, inducement or agreement not herein expressed has been made to them to enter into this release. The release made
pursuant to these paragraphs shall bind the client and their heirs, executors, personal representatives, successors, assigns, and agents.

I have read the statements above and I completely understand and agree with the points and information contained therein:

Client

__________________________________________

Date ___________________

Provider __________________________________________

Date___________________

Wellness & Awakening . Los Angeles . 818 . 325 . 6109

Client Agreement

1. I understand that all my personal information and the subject matter discussed during my personal sessions will be held as strictly
confidential unless I state otherwise in writing. Except as required by law. Initial ___________

2. I understand that if I am currently, in the past, or at any future time: utilizing any form of mental health care, diagnosed with a
mental or physical disorder, physically injured, using any prescription medications, psychiatric medications or recreational drugs or
utilizing any form of substance abuse treatment, I have informed Eddy Kopernik so we can discuss my unique needs.
Initial ___________

3. I understand that the services and interaction with Eddy Kopernik can involve physical touch in order to recognize and relieve
physical and emotional stresses and tensions and or simply for providing emotional comfort and support. I do promise that if at any
time I feel uncomfortable or I am unclear about any delivered action or expression, physical or verbal, I will discuss this matter
immediately and fully with Eddy Kopernik in order to completely eliminate any possible misinterpretation of his professional intention
or action. Initial ___________

4. I understand that my payment for any individual scheduled session is due in full prior to beginning that meeting. I also understand
that my payment for a monthly plan is due in full prior to the first meeting of that agreed monthly plan. Fees are payable by cash, check
or credit card. Initial ___________

5. I understand that I must provide 24 hours notice if I need to cancel my session. Sessions cancelled at least 24 hours in advance will
be rescheduled at a time that is convenient for both the provider and the client. Sessions that are cancelled less than 24 hours in
advance may be subject to payment of any fees associated with that session. Initial ___________

6. I understand that Edward Kopernik DBA Wellness & Awakening reserves the right to discontinue providing sessions and services
with me at any time for any reason with no further obligation nor liability. Under these circumstances, I will be fully reimbursed for any
unused prepaid sessions or services. Initial ___________

I have read the statements above and I completely understand and agree with the points and information contained therein:

Client

__________________________________________

Date ___________________

Provider __________________________________________

Date___________________

Wellness & Awakening . Los Angeles . 818 . 325 . 6109

